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IRT Item Bias Detection Procedures:
Issues of Model Misspecification,
Robustness, and Parameter Linking
Gary J. Lautenschiager and Dong-Gun Park
University of Georgia

This article examines the consequences of employ-
ing IRT item bias detection procedures with multidi-
mensional IRT item data. Parameter linking methods
used in previous studies of item bias were investigated
in a simulation that minimized the need for such link-

ing. The results illustrate shortcomings of two linking
methods that have been employed in IRT item bias de-
tection studies. The effectiveness of these methods de-

pended on several factors, including the number of
biased items in a fixed-length test, whether bias was
against only one group or more than one group, and
the correlation between the two latent abilities. The

findings indicated that some current IRT-based statisti-
cal procedures for detecting item bias were not gener-
ally effective at differentiating biased from unbiased
items. Index terms: item bias, item response theory,
multidimensional IRT data, parameter linking, reverse
bias, statistical artifacts.

In item response theory (IRT), methods used to
link 0 metrics seem to be considered unimportant
by many researchers, as few published item bias
studies have reported which linking procedure was
employed to study item bias (Linn, Levine, Has-
tings, & Wardrop, 1981; McCauley & Mendoza,
1985; Shepard, Camilli, & Williams, 1984, 1985).
This tendency not to discuss linking methods prob-
ably occurs because researchers believe the pro-
cedures are quite straightforward. Researchers have
treated the metric linking problems in IRT item bias
research as essentially the same as those encoun-
tered in metric linking situations involving samples
takpn from the same copulation. For example, in

presenting a new linking method, Stocking and
Lord (1983) stated:

Suppose that item parameters for a given set
of items, all measuring a single ability or trait,
have been independently estimated using data
obtained from two different groups of ex-

aminees. These item parameter estimates will
be different because the metric or scale de-

fined by each independent calibration of the
items is different. Many applications of item
response theory not only require ade-
quate fit of the IRT model to the data but also

require that item parameter estimates from in-
dependent calibrations be expressed in the same
metric. Such applications include vertical score-
equating, horizontal score-equating, and item
bias studies. (p. 201)

These procedures are legitimate when used in or-
dinary metric linking situations in which the sam-
ples are assumed to be from the same population.
However, if samples come from different popu-
lations it is not clear that these methods are appro-
priate.

Currently, all IRT item bias detection methods

compare the item characteristic curves (iccs) ob-
tained separately from the groups under investi-
gation. Putting item scales and person parameters
on the same scale so they can be compared is an
important step in item bias detection because the
item scale is i~d~t~ i~~te and person parameter
estimates are obtained separately for each group.
Developing comparable scales involves linking
ability metrics through a standardization process
that includes item difficulty parameter estimates,
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and a number of methods have been developed that
could ostensibly serve this purpose (Divgi, 1985;
Linn et al., 19~1, Lord, 1980; Stocking & Lord,
1983; Warm, 1978).
For example, Lord’s (1980) parameter estima-

tion procedures, which have been frequently cited
as &dquo;standard procedure’’ in the item bias literature,
portrayed the metric linking step as technically and
conceptually simple. Lord’s metric linking proce-
dure identified the following steps:
1. Estimate approximate item parameters for all

groups combined, standardizing on bi and not
on 0;

2. Fix ci at the values obtained in step 1, rees-
timate ca; and b; separately for each group,
standardizing on bi; and

3. For each item, compare across groups the iccs
of parameters obtained in step 2.

Lord (1980) gave a rationale for standardizing on
bi. He stated, &dquo;... standardizing on the bi means
that the scale is chosen so that the mean of the b;
is 0 and the standard deviation is 1. Except for
sampling fluctuations, this automatically places all
parameters for all groups on the same scale. If the
usual method of standardizing on 6 were used, the
item parameters for each group would be on a dif-
ferent scale&dquo; (p. 217).

Following this basic logic, several researchers
have revised the linking procedure to reduce the
effects of sampling error (Divgi, 1985; Linn et al.,
1981; Lord, 1980; Stocking & Lord, 19~3). Sub-
sequently, researchers investigating IRT-based item
bias have used one of these procedures. For ex-
ample, McCauley and Mendoza (1985) used the
simplest procedure described by Warm (1978),
whereas Shepard et al. (1984, 1985) employed the
procedure devised by Linn, Levine, Hastings, and
Wardrop (1980).

Problems s ~~ IRT
Item Bias Detection

Unfortunately, these procedures have important
logical flaws when applied to item bias studies.
Two related differences exist between ordinary
metric linking situations (~.~., vertical or horizon-

tal score equating) and item bias analyses of IRT
models. The first difficulty arises when using a
unidimensional IRT model in the presence of biased

items, when the viability of the unidimensionality
assumption is necessarily suspect. The unidimen-
sionality assumption should not be made in item
bias studies where an incidental (second) 0 dimen-
sion might affect responses to a subset of items.
Thus, unidimensionality must be tested-n&reg;t as-
sumed-in all situations that use a unidimensional

IRT model.
This poses a real dilemma when assessing item

bias. If unidimensionality is assumed and a uni-
dimensional IRT model (and subsequently a metric
linking method) is applied that relies on this as-
sumption to examine item bias, then the degree of
bias detected in the process, as estimated by iccs,
may be distorted. The robustness of parameter es-
timates obtained when fitting multidimensional IRT
data using a unidimensional IRT parameter esti-
mation procedure would be an important consid-
eration in such investigations (Ansley & Forsyth,
1985).
The second problem in IRT item bias analyses is

that the linking methods may not apply equally well
to all the &dquo;common&dquo; items for the groups. This

contrasts with IRT metric linking in which it is

assumed that samples are drawn from the same
population, so that the linking methods do apply
equally well to the common items (Vale, 1986).
Although item bias analyses may use exactly the
same set of items administered to different groups,
this usually violates the assumption that the sam-
ples are drawn from the same population. Indeed,
the very purpose of IRT item bias analyses-finding
different iccs for the same itean-illustrates this

point. Thus, the same literal set of items is not

always a true &dquo;common&dquo; set of items in terms of
parameter linking.

Obviously, common items in ordinary linking
procedures are the items that have identical iccs
(within a linear transformation) for the groups un-
der study. In the IRT framework, if no biased items
exist, then parameter linking places the two sets
of parameter estimates on a common scale due to

item-parameter invariance. However, for biased
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items, item-parameter invariance does not hold; if
bias exists, different iccs exist for the groups on
the dimension of interest. Thus, standardizing on
bi may not successfully place the groups’ parameter
estimates onto the same scale (this problem has
been recognized by Linn et al., 1980). In fact,
standardizing on bi in the presence of biased items
must result in parameter estimates for the groups
that are on different scales. The result is that un-
biased items appear biased and/or biased items ap-

pear unbiased.
These points, taken together, serve as the pri-

mary focus of the present study. This study inves-
tigated the effectiveness of employing a unidimen-
sional IRT item parameter estimation procedure using
multidimensional item data, and then compared the
results of two parameter linking methods that have
been used in IRT item bias analysis.

Method

Methods

The linking methods employed were Linn et al.’s s
(1980) and Warm’s (1978), and a &dquo;no-linking&dquo;
baseline condition which is described below. Warm’s s
method is the simplest; it is based on the concept
that the item difficulty values are identical across
groups, within a linear transformation. Warm’s
method proceeds by standardizing item difficulty
parameter estimates bi for one group relative to the
values from another group using standard linear
linking formulas:

where b, is the item on the metric of group 1;
b2 is the item b on the metric of group 2;
a, is the item a on the metric of group 1;
~2 is the item a on the metric of group 2;
Mbi and sDbi are the mean and standard
deviation of item bs on the metric of group
1; and

Mbz and SDb, are the mean and standard
deviation of the bs on the metric of group 2.

Linn et al.’s (19~0) linking method is similar to
Warm’s (1978), but it estimates the accuracy of

the item difficulty parameters. It substitutes the

weighted means and standard deviations for the
ordinary means and standard deviations used in
Warm’s method. These weights are derived sepa-
rately for each item. A given item’s weight is the
inverse of the largest estimated sampling variances
of the b; values obtained for the ith item, as esti-
mated separately in each group. Thus, items from
either group that have relatively larger sampling
variances for the difficulty parameter estimates are
given less weight in determining parameter linking
constants than items with smaller sampling vari-
ances. These linking constants can then transform
the a parameter estimates and 0 values to a common
scale (Lord, 1980).

l~&reg;~~~ for Item Bias

A common type of biasing situation was simu-
lated in which item bias results from multidimen-

sionality which confounds differences on a focal
trait with differences on an incidental trait. Spe-
cifnc~lly, ~ situation was simulated in which an
incidental dimension affected test item perfor-
mance for one group and not for another. A fre-

quently cited example of items involving both a
focal and an incidental dimension is a math test

composed of word problems (e.g., Shepard et as,
1984). Although such tests generally are con-

structed to require only basic reading skills, group
differences on the incidental dimension of reading
can affect item performance.
Assume one subpopulation in which all exam-

inees comprehend the questions, so that the only
trait influencing test performance is math ability.
Suppose that reading its lower in a second
subpopulation so that not all examinees fully com-
prehend all questions. In this situation, both math
and reading abilities influence item performance.
Thus, the items are unidimensional for one group
while some of the same items are multidimensional
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in the other group (Hambleton & Swaminathan,
1985).

Although various operational definitions for sim-
ulating item bias have been employed (e.g., Dras-
gow, 1987; McCauley & Mendoza, 1985), the

present study used an incidental 0 dimension (Park,
1988). It appears to be consistent with the IRT con-

cept of item bias to assume that an incidental di-
mension could only affect the item responses of
one group, as item bias can imply that unidimen-
sional items for one group are multidimensional for
another group. Making this assumption also re-
mains conceptually consistent with previous sim-
ulation studies of item bias that have simply mod-
ified the bi parameters of some items for one group
of examinees, though distinctions exist between
some methods in which parameters are not inter-

changeable (Park, 1988). In the present study, this
operational definition of item bias permitted equal
1~ distributions on the focal dimension, while al-

lowing a second incidental dimension to influence
performance on some items for one group.
The first step in creating a biased item was se-

lecting a multidimensional model. Among the sev-
eral multidimensional models available, the model

proposed by Sympson (1978) was best suited to
this situation. The Sympson noncompensatory model
is

where 0;~ is the ability parameter for person on
dimension h,

~Jh is the discrimination parameter for item

j on dimension h,
bjh is the difficulty parameter for itern j on

dimension h, and

cj is the pseudo-guessing parameter for item
j-

Ansley and Forsyth (1985) justified using Symp-
son’s noncompensatory model rather than other
models by noting that its noncompensatory view
of dimensionality is more reasonable for most

achievement tests. In addition, they found that the
model produced simulated data with similar prop-
erties to actual achievement test data. A two-di-

mensional version of Sympson’s model was used
to generate biased items in this study. For all un-
biased items, the unidimensional three-parameter
logistic model was used to generate data.

Another variable in the data simulations was the

direction of bias. Several researchers (Drasgow,
1987; Lord, 1977; Shepard et al., 1984) have re-
ported finding mixed types of item bias, in which
some items were biased against one group and oth-
ers were biased against a different group. Because
the evidence confirms the possibility of mixed forms
of bias, two bias situations were simulated: tests
with biased items all against one group, and tests
in which half of the biased items were biased against
one group and the other half were biased against
the other group.

Selection of Item. Parameters

Swaminathan and Gifford (1980) and Ansley and
Forsyth (1985) emphasized that data in monte carlo
studies should simulate real data as realistically as
possible. Following these guidelines, item diffi-
parameters associated with the focal dimen-
sion 0, were sampled from a uniform distribution
in the interval from - 2 to + 2, and item discrim-
ination parameters were sampled from a uniform
distribution in the interval from .60 to 2. The pseudo-
guessing parameters were all set at .20 on the basis
of Lord’s ( 19~0) statement that the pseudo-guess-
ing parameter values for well-constructed tests will
often be much lower than suggested by the classical
formula. However, other researchers (Shepard et
al., 1985) have observed sizable c parameter val-
ues, particularly in relatively easy tests.

In order to generate datasets with biased items,
the guidelines employed by Ansley and Forsyth
(1985) that pertain to item parameters for an in-
cidental dimension 02 for two-dimensional IRT data
were followed. The aj2 parameter values were cen-
tered at about .50 with a value of abut .10 for a
standard deviation. The bj2 values for the biased
items were scaled to have a mean of - 1 aid a
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standard deviation of .70. Both sets of item param-
eters were sampled from uniform distributions.
The rationale for these values was that stan-

dardized achievement tests are typically designed
to tap one basic dimension. The presence of other
dimensions occurs because of the nature of the

subject matter or the test items. For example, read-
ing ability is probably a secondary ability dimen-
sion on most tests. Because items on these tests

are not written primarily to assess reading, they
probably do not discriminate highly on that di-

mension. Ansley and Forsyth (1985) reported that
by using similar item parameter guidelines they
created items similar to actual achievement test

item data.

Data Generation

The simulation of item response data for ex-

aminees was based on variations on the modified

three-parameter logistic IRT model. This model was
selected because the three-parameter model pro-
vides a realistic reflection of data from standardized

achievement tests (Ansley & Forsyth, 1985).
Datasets were generated to simulate item re-

sponses to multiple-choice items with four response
options for two groups, Group A and Group B.
The number of examinees and the test length were
1,000 and 54, respectively, for all simulated da-
tasets. In a given simulated test, the number of

biased items was either 18, 28, or 46. Although
using 46 biased items in a 54-item test may seem
unrealistic, including this level of bias allowed ex-
amination of how robust the IRT parameter esti-
mation and the item bias detection procedures were
in the presence of pervasive bias. Fourteen pairs
of datasets were created based on combinations of

the number of biased items, trait score distributions
on the first and the second dimensions, the corre-
lation of the latent dimensions, and the direction
of bias (see Table 1).

Identical normally distributed 0, vectors with a
common mean set to 0 and a common variance of

1 were generated for 1,000 simulated examinees
in both Group A and Group B. These two vectors
were used throughout the simulations to generate

item responses for all conditions investigated. This
equivalence of ability on the focal dimension was
designed to demonstrate the adverse effect of the
linking procedures more clearly because no explicit
linking should have been needed. The implicit link-
ing for the ‘6n&reg;-liralcix~~&dquo; conditions involved the
identity transformation of estimated 6 metrics. This
transformation may be close to optimal for the con-
ditions studied. (The identity transformation would
be truly optimal for the equivalent 0, distribution
conditions simulated when all the items fit the same
unidimensional model for both groups, i.e., when
no biased items are present.) Thus, item bias index
values calculated under these no-linking conditions
served as a baseline for evaluating results obtained
by each of the explicit linking methods. This pro-
cedure prevented effects from non-equal 0, distri-
butions for the two groups from being confounded
with those that occur due to the linking procedures
alone.

Unidirectional bias conditions. It was as-

sumed for the unidirectional bias conditions that

only 0, influenced performance on all unbiased items.
Thus, the modified three-parameter logistic IRT

model was used to generate item response data for
all items in Group A and for all unbiased items in
Group B. The generation of item responses for the
biased items was based on the two-dimensional

version of Sympson’s model. Two types of normal
distributions of 6, were generated for Group B us-
ing a mean of either - .5 or 0, and a standard
deviation of 1. The correlation between 0, and 62
was set to either .60 or .90 in the population. A
description of the seven datasets generated to rep-
resent the unidirectional bias conditions is pre-
sented in Table 1 (conditions 1 through 7).

Nlixed directional bias conditions. In gener-

ating test item responses with mixed directional

bias, it was assumed that a separate, unrelated (across
groups) incidental ability influenced performance
on biased items within each group. Consequently,
two additional sets of item parameters and two
distinct incidental 6 dimensions for biased items

were generated in a given mixed bias condition.
Items biased against one group were unbiased in
the other group.
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Table 1
Characteristics of Datasets for Unidirectional

and Mixed Directional Item Bias Conditions~ -~~ . ~~ --~ ~ ~

The generation of biased items proceeded as in
the unidirectional bias conditions, except that biased
items were created for both groups. Again two
types of normal 0, distributions were generated
using a mean of either 0 &reg;r - .5 with a standard
deviation of 1. The correlation of 0, with 32 in the
population was set at either .60 or .90 and was the
same for both groups within a given bias condition
(see conditions 8 through 14 in Table 1).

Creating item responses. The generation of item
responses for each of the unbiased items involved

only the item parameters for the 0 , vectors for each
group, as described earlier. The three-parameter
logistic model was used to create the probability

of a correct response for a given examinees 0,
value on a given item. As each probability of a
correct response (for a given examinee on a given
item) was generated, it was compared with a value
sampled from a uniform random number generator
in the range from 0 to 1. If the probability based
on the item parameters and the specific 0 value was
equal to or exceeded the random number, a value
of 1 was recorded for that examinee on that item;
otherwise the item was given a 0. This was done
for all unbiased items regardless of bias condition.
The generation of all biased item responses was

equivalent to the procedure described in Ansley
and Forsyth (1985), using a two-dimensional ver-
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sion of Sympson’s (1978) model. The respective
item parameters relevant to the two 0 dimensions
were paired with the appropriate 0 vector values
to produce the probabilities of a correct response
in the two-dimensional model, which were con-
verted to 0,1 1 item response values by the procedure
described above.

Analysis

The datasets were analyzed after using the LOG-
IST computer program (Wingersky, Barton, & Lord,
1982) to estimate the item and person parameters
separately for each group. After item and person
parameter estimates were obtained, the two linking
procedures were used to place the parameter esti-
mates obtained separately for each group on the
same scale. Then, Lord’s (1980) chi-square items
bias statistic was calculated for each item under

each linking condition. Lord’s index was selected
because it has a stronger statistical justification,
and it is the only index with an associated signif-
icance test. The .005 significance level was used
throughout for indicating &dquo;detected&dquo; item bias.

Lord’s (1980) chi-square item bias indices were
computed after applying the two item-parameter
linking procedures for each item bias condition. In
addition, chi-square indices were obtained without
explicit parameter linking, to provide a &dquo;baseline&dquo; 

9

for the bias index values.

Results

The datasets for Group A and Group B in each
bias condition were generated using unit normal
distributions of ability values on the focal dimen-
sion (0,), resulting in nearly perfect classification
of the items as biased or unbiased as might be
expected without parameter linking (see Table 2).
Indeed, the items created as unbiased were almost

perfectly classified as unbiased in all of the test

bias conditions studied when no linking was used.
However, some items created as biased in the pop-
ulation were not detected as biased when no explicit
linking was employed. These items may have been
only weakly biased; the incidental dimension may

have had little effect due to higher difficulty pa-
rameter values on the focal dimension already set
for these items.

Unidirectional Test Bias Conditions

Table 2 presents the number of false positives
(Fp), false negatives (IN), and correct identifica-
tions (HITS) of biased or unbiased items in the uni-
directional test bias conditions. All of the items

created as biased which were subsequently iden-
tified as HITS were biased in the intended direction,
namely against Group B. However, all FP identi-
fications resulted in detecting reverse bias (against
Group A) .

For bias conditions 1 through 3 102 - I~T( - .5,1 )
and r(O,,02) = .6], the proportion of unbiased items
identified as FPS tended to increase as the number
of biased items increased. A similar tendency oc-
curred for the proportion of biased items identified
as FNS to increase for the Linn et al. (1980) and
the no-linking condition, but a slight reverse trend
existed in Wann’ (1978) linking method. Warm’s s
method consistently performed worse with respect
to FPS than FNS, for which results were mixed. Linn

et ~1.’s method did better with fewer biased items
and Warm’s method did better with more biased

items. As anticipated, both linking methods per-
formed consistently worse than assuming the iden-
tity transformation (c.~., simply not applying a
linking method). In addition, as the number of biased
items increased, so did the proportion of FNs rel-
ative to the number of biased items, even when no

linking was done.
For bias conditions 4 and 5 [82 - N( - .5,1) and

r(81,82) = .90], the results were similar to those in
which the correlation between the focal and inci-

dental traits was lower. However, the FP rates ap-
pear lower for the 18-biased-item condition when

r(01,0~) was .90 than it was in bias condition 1.

Again, as the number of biased items increased the
proportion Of FNs relative to the number of biased
items rose when no linking was used.

Bias condition 6 [0~ - N(0,1) and r(81,82) =
.90] reveals a tradeoff for the 18-biased-item con-
dition. A large reduction in the number of FPS oc-
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Table 2
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curred when Warm’s method was used, but an in-
crease in the proportion of FNS occurred regardless
of linking method. When the number of biased
items increased to 46 (bias condition 7), Linn’s
linking method fared better than Warm’s with re-
spect to FPS. These last two conditions produced
the highest rates of FN item misclassifications for
the unidirectional bias cases, regardless of linking
method.

The results for bias conditions 3, 5, and 7, in
which the amount of bias was clearly pervasive (46
biased items), showed that the unbiased items were

correctly identified when no explicit linking was
employed. These results suggest that LOGIST was
able to produce reasonable item parameter esti-
mates despite the pervasive bias, and that the uni-
dimensional estimation procedure was robust to the

multidimensionality present in the biased items.
Apparently, the major factor contributing to false
positive item misclassifications for the Warm (1978)
and Linn et al. (1980) linking conditions was the
linking method itself. The fitting of the unidimen-
sional IRT model to the datasets with a large number
of biased (multidimensional) items appeared to make
some multidimensional items appear more like uni-
dimensional items (i.e., produce false negative
misclassifications of biased items).

Table 3 presents information about the extent to
which false negatives were identified by each link-
ing method. The maximum amount of agreement
in any given column is determined by the minimum
number of FNS among the methods being com-
pared. For example, in bias condition 1 the max-

imum possible number of common FNS is two for

Table 3

Number (N) and Maximum Possible Number (M) of False

Negatives (FN) Common and Unique to Linking Methods Identified
in the Unidirectional and Mixed Directional Item Bias Conditions
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the &dquo;All Methods&dquo; column. Clearly, the &dquo;Linn &

~Jar~&dquo; column shows that these two linking meth-
ods overlap most in terms of identifying items cre-
ated to be biased as being unbiased. W ’s method
is perhaps more extreme in terms of unique iden-
tifications of FNS, whereas Linn’s method produces
the least unique identifications. This latter finding
may be attributed to Linn’s method having pro-
duced FNS that variously overlap with FNS due to
use of either Warm’s method or not explicitly link-
ing.

Mixed Test Bias Conditions

The results from the mixed test bias conditions, 9
in which half of the biased items were biased against
Group A and half of them against Group B, are
presented in Table 2. In all cases, items created as
biased and identified as HITS were biased in the

intended direction. One striking finding that im-
mediately sets these results apart from the unidi-
rectional bias results was the virtual absence (with
a single exception) of FP item misclassifications
regardless of the bias condition simulated or the
linking method employed.
The highest proportion of FNS relative to the total

number of biased items occurred in bias conditions

13 and 149 in which the means of the 02 dimensions
for Group A and Group B were both 0 and the
correlations between each 02 dimension and the
focal dimension were both .90. For bias conditions

in which the &reg;2 dimensions had equivalent means
for the two groups (bias conditions 11 through 14), 9
an increase in the number of FNS occurred as the
means shifted from -.5 to 0 in both the 18- and

46-biased-item conditions. For the mixed bias con-
ditions simulated in the present study, it appeared
that using no explicit linking was roughly the same
as each linking method. Under some conditions,
either the Linn et al. (1980) and/or the Warm (1978)
linking procedure actually performed slightly better
than not explicitly linking.

Table 3 presents the common and unique aspects
of false negative item identifications by each link-
ing method employed. As in the unidirectional bias
conditions, Warm’s method produced more unique
FN identifications than the other methods.

Discussion

This study showed that item parameter linking
in a multidimensional context is not the same as

that involved for samples presumed to come from
the same population. The item parameter invari-
ance property in IRT is valid only for unbiased
items; therefore, not all test items may be consid-
ered &dquo;common&dquo; items. The results indicate that

the item parameter linking methods were adversely
affected by the presence of biased items, and often
produced inadequate linking results in the form of
item misclassifications.

Using a unidimensional IRT item parameter es-
timation procedure with multidimensional IRT items
in this simulated example indicated that the item
parameters for truly unbiased items do not get sub-
stantially distorted (or at least they are not identified
as biased). This finding is supported by the fact
that conditions that involved no explicit linking
resulted in almost perfect classification of unbiased
items as unbiased; this was true even when dealing
with large numbers of biased items. This may be
a positive finding for item bias researchers, espe-
cially because practical multidimensional IRT pa-
rameter estimation procedures are not readily avail-
able. However, the simulated data were based on
a common true 0, dimension which would never
be known, nor safely assumed, in practice.

In the unidirectional bias conditions, Warm’s
(1978) linking method seemed more affected by
the estimated parameters of the biased items, and
became progressively more ineffective as the pro-
portion of biased items increased. The present re-
sults of high FP rates associated with Wa ’s link-
ing method are consistent with results reported by
McCauley and Mendoza (1985, p. 395) for the chi-
square index of item bias. The Linn et al. (1980)
method generally did as well as-or better than-
Warm’s method for the unidirectional bias condi-
tions.

Finding relatively high Fp rates in the unidirec-
tional bias conditions is somewhat problematic.
Because &dquo;biased&dquo; items as identified here were

biased against Group A (indicating reverse bias),
it seems reasonable that other conditions could pro-
duce mixed forms of detected item bias when only
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unidirectional bias exists. For example, in unidi-
rectional bias condition 1 in Table 1, one-third of
the items were created to be biased against Group
B. Roughly one-third of the items were subse-
quently detected as biased, but approximately 10%
of the items were FP identifications (using Linn’s
linking method), and all of these indicated reverse
bias.

Comparing this result with actual results ob-

tained by Shepard et al. (1984, p. 104) is inter-

esting. They detected about one-third of the math
word problems as biased, and approximately 10%
of the math items they investigated (using IRT meth-
ods with Linn’s linking method) were biased in
favor of blacks. Perhaps this is just a coincidence.
Nonetheless, it is interesting in light of several IRT
item bias studies involving actual test data that have
detected mixed forms of item bias (e.g., Drasgow,
1987; Lord, 1977; Shepard et al., 1984).
When true bias was mixed, both linking methods

almost perfectly identified unbiased items, perhaps
because the scale distortion for the two groups was

nearly identical and may have cancelled some dis-
tortion. Because true item bias for any given test
is unknown, the results obtained in the mixed bias
conditions cannot justify using either Warm’s or
Linn et al.’s linking methods. In addition, the FN
rates in the mixed bias conditions were nearly as
large as for the unidirectional bias conditions.
The high FN rates observed under various con-

ditions are also troublesome. Perhaps some biased
items are weakly biased, and therefore not always
detected as biased. Another reason for the high FN
rate was using a small p value for the significance
tests. If a less restrictive probability value were
used, fewer FNS would be identified, but FPS would
increase. Such tradeoffs must be carefully consid-
ered. The FN rates observed appear higher than
expected if this were the only factor involved. Given
the large proportion of items created as biased un-
der some conditions, some 0 scale distortion prob-
ably occurred, which caused the parameter esti-
mation procedure itself to contribute to the FN rate.

Ansley and Forsyth (1985) reported such dis-
tortion when investigating the effects of using a
unidimensional IRT model with multidimensional

data. In fact, even when the correlation was .95

between the focal and incidental traits, appreciable
0 scale distortion still existed. An increasing FN
rate as the number of biased items in the test rose

is consistent with this explanation. However, the
truly unbiased items were not distorted or detected
as biased when no explicit linking was employed,
even when large numbers of biased items were
present.

Conclusions

These results demonstrate that under the unidi-

rectional bias circumstances simulated, it was pos-
sible to detect a considerable number of reversed
bias items that were largely due to the item param-
eter linking method employed. This makes select-
ing a metric linking method for IRT item bias re-
search quite difficult. Given the differences in the
results for the two linking methods employed here,
researchers must begin to report the item parameter
linking method used in IRT item bias studies. In

practice, it is not easy to justify assuming equal 0
distributions on the focal dimension (though it might
be interesting to entertain the consequences of that
possibility) and thus a clear need exists for some
way to link parameter estimates. In selecting be-
tween the two linking methods used in this study,
preference might be given to the Linn et al. (1980)
method. However, caution is advised in extrapo-
lating the results obtained here under simulated
conditions created to minimize the need for linking
item parameter metrics to the more uncertain con-
texts involving actual test data.
The present results further support the notion that

the statistical indication of item bias must be fol-

lowed by examining item content/context (or even
sample characteristics) to determine whether iden-
tifying the item as biased would be justifiable. The
fact that previous item bias research involving ac-
tual test data has been largely unable to disentangle
the nature of reverse bias items, as identified by
item bias indices, makes the results reported here
even more compelling. Additionally, false nega-
tives may pose a real problem, as items identified
as unbiased by IRT item bias methods may truly be
biased.
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The findings reported here are limited to non-
iterative methods of linking as applied to multi-
dimensional IRT data. Such non-iterative linking
methods may not be very useful in IRT item bias

studies. Since this study was conducted, Drasgow
(1987) has presented an iterative procedure for
linking metrics and reported considerable success
in correctly identifying simulated items as biased
or unbiased. Perhaps such iterative procedures can
aid in identifying the truly &dquo;common&dquo; items to

determine the linking constants, in the sense dis-
cussed earlier (Vale, 1986). However, Drasgow
(1987) simulated biased item responses in a manner
quite different from that used in the present study.
Regardless of these differences, such iterative pro-
cedures may prove useful in light of multidimen-
sional IRT data on which IRT item bias analyses are
based (Park, 1988). Clearly an important focus for
future IRT item bias research should be on im-

proving item bias detection methods in the presence
of multidimensional IRT data.
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